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• Blogs, social networks, wikis and other online tools and applications form a 
“groundswell” that is transforming the internet – and the world of business.

• Empowered by social technologies, people link up to share opinions, advice and 
interests, instead of turning to “traditional institutions like corporations.”

• You cannot control or resist the groundswell, but your company can tap into it and 
reap financial benefits. 

• It allows you to engage in new ways with your customers, who can make or break 
your reputation online.

• People online are “creators, critics, collectors, joiners, spectators” or “inactives.”
• Instead of dwelling on specific technologies, focus on the remarkable relationships 

groundswell tools and applications enable you to develop.
• Develop social technology plans using “POST,” a four-step process: “People, 

Objectives, Strategy and Technology.”
• Your groundswell goals should include “listening, talking, energizing and supporting.” 
• To leverage the groundswell within your company, engage employees through the 

same type of social applications your customers are using.
• Firms that don’t actively engage in the groundswell will soon be obsolete.
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  Relevance

What You Will Learn
In this Abstract, you will learn: 1) What the online “groundswell” is; and 2) How your 
company can leverage it to enhance your brand, increase sales and improve operations.

Recommendation
Do you visit a social networking site at least once a month, like “one in four online 
American adults”? Do you read an online journal or blog, like 52% of online Japanese? 
Social networks, blogs, wikis, tags, online reviews, support forums and widgets are 
all part of the latest online revolution, a “groundswell” that is transforming not only 
the internet but the way the world works. Companies that lack the vision to join this 
groundswell will soon be dinosaurs. Forrester Research analysts Charlene Li and 
Josh Bernoff explain the groundswell, why it is occurring, what its principal tools and 
applications are, and how your firm can exploit them. getAbstract finds this book timely, 
comprehensive, insightful and instructive. It is ideal for readers who want to know what 
they can do for their companies in the sometimes daunting online environment.   

  Abstract

Join the “Groundswell” – or Get Swamped by It
On YouTube, you can watch videos of Blendtec CEO Tom Dickson, outfitted in a lab 
coat, using his company’s blender to pulverize rake handles, cubic zirconia, hockey 
pucks and other items. Dickson even blended an iPhone, quickly turning it into what he 
called “iSmoke.” People have watched Blendtec’s immensely popular videos more than 
60 million times; the videos have gone viral. Blendtec’s sales have increased 20% since 
marketing director George Wright dreamed up the web video concept. 

The company that makes Legos, the famous plastic bricks for kids, also does a booming 
business with “AFOLs: adult fans of Lego.” This loyal customer group accounts for 
5% to 10% of its sales. Grown-ups who love Lego congregate and link up online via 
LUGNET, the Lego User Group Network. Enthusiastic members of this Lego universe 
buy a vast number of Lego products. Lego, Blendtec and numerous other firms are 
profitably tapping into online social media, an immensely powerful groundswell force 
that is having a dramatic impact on how companies operate, market products and 
relate to consumers. Companies used to govern their own brands. Not anymore. Now 
consumers who are active online define brands and products through their connections, 
conversations, critiques, blogs, videos and other creations. Businesses analyze this traffic 
to learn how people use social technologies to connect and to see how they interact to 
get the information they need to make better choices. Of course, this includes data about 
which commercial offerings really help them. 

The groundswell is “a social trend in which people use technologies to get the things 
they need from each other, rather than from traditional institutions like corporations.” 
Examples of groundswell technologies include YouTube, MySpace, Helium, Facebook, 
Wikipedia and all the other social networks, sites, tools and applications that link and 
empower people in amazing new ways. The groundswell presents companies with 
singular opportunities to develop profitable relationships. However, some firms fail to 

“Businesses and 
other institutions 
are built on 
control, and 
the groundswell 
weakens and 
undermines 
control.”

“Offl ine, people 
don’t change 
behaviors quickly, 
so companies 
can develop loyal 
customers. Online, 
people can switch 
behaviors as 
soon as they see 
something better.”
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seize these opportunities. They fear the groundswell because it forces them to cede 
control to their customers. The sooner firms adjust to the reality that the web puts the 
public in charge, the better it will be for them. Those that do not adapt will not survive.

Riding the Groundswell  
What steps should your firm take to benefit from the groundswell’s opportunities for 
all types of endeavors, including business-to-business companies? First, focus on the 
relationships that the groundswell enables, not the mechanics. People participate in the 
groundswell for many reasons. To build an audience, connect with people in evolving 
conversations. Pay attention to how they use “groundswell technologies,” including:

 • “People creating: blogs, user-generated content and podcasts” – Numerous tools 
let people express themselves online. They can develop blogs, upload homemade 
videos to YouTube and similar sites, or distribute their audio or video programs 
through Apple’s iTunes site or others like it. To turn these new tools to your advantage, 
read the blogs, watch the videos and listen to the podcasts so you know what people 
say about your company. Then start commenting and posting your own content.

 • “People connecting: social networks and virtual worlds” – The best way to learn 
about such networks as Facebook, LinkedIn and MySpace is to join them. After you 
understand social networking, set up a network for your company or constituency. 

 • “People collaborating: wikis and open source” – Wikipedia, the online 
encyclopedia, is the leading example of this kind of tool. Some companies now use 
wikis for internal collaboration among employees who are handling group projects.

 • “People reacting to each other: forums, ratings and reviews” – Discussion and 
product-review forums are ubiquitous on the internet. Their ratings and feedback are 
useful because they tell you what people think about your company and its products.  

 • “People organizing content: tags” – People love to classify – or tag – things to stay 
organized. Digg and Del.icio.us enable tagging.   

 • “Accelerating consumption: RSS and widgets” – RSS, or really simple syndication, 
services provide updates about web content you want to follow, such as specifi c blogs. 
Widgets are mini-applications with targeted functions, like showing the weather, local 
fuel prices and other changing data. Make your online content “available through 
RSS feeds” or create appealing, subtly promotional widgets that people will want on 
their desktops or websites because they offer interesting, helpful services.

“The Social Technographics Profile”
The internet features countless social networking tools and applications. Rank the ones 
you might employ to your advantage according to a few meaningful criteria: They should 
enable online users to connect easily in new ways. They should empower people and be 
simple to use to “create content and to benefit from content.” Provide open platforms that 

“tap into the well of innovation that is the Web 2.0 development community.” In addition 
to understanding the capabilities of the best groundswell tools and applications, you also 
must learn about the people who use them. Profiles generated with social technographics 
can quantify the differences among web users and help you target the right people for 
your brand. These profiles track “people-to-people activities in the groundswell.” The 
main differentiation they measure is individual consumers’ “technology behaviors.” 
To enable companies to target customers or prospects based on the online tools and 
applications they find compelling, the profiles are sorted into these categories:

“Creating and 
implementing a 
social strategy is 
hard, primarily 
because there are 
few precedents 
and role models to 
follow.”

“Any individual 
can be stopped, 
co-opted, bought 
off or sued. But 
the Internet allows 
people to draw 
strength from each 
other.”

“The prerequisite 
for starting a 
blog is to want 
to engage in 
dialogue with your 
customers.”

“RSS is the grease 
that lubricates the 
groundswell.”
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 • “Creators” – These are the active web users who upload videos to YouTube, write 
blogs, and devise and distribute podcasts. 

 • “Critics” – These reviewers comment on the creators’ content. 
 • “Collectors” – These are the online taggers and organizers. 
 • “Joiners” – These are the hundreds of millions of members of social networks. 
 • “Spectators” – The largest group online, these people access web content without 

commenting on it or creating their own. 
 • “Inactives” – These people are not involved in social technologies.   

Use statistical analysis to determine where to focus your groundswell efforts. For 
example, a statistical look at Gen Ys (ages 18 to 26) indicates how to focus your outreach 
to attract them. Social technographics data show that 41% of the men and 37% of the 
women in this group are creators, and 59% of men and 58% of women are joiners. So 
to reach this target population, put your efforts into social networks, since they create 
content and share content from others.

Your Groundswell Tactics
Before joining any social networks, commenting on any blogs or uploading any videos, 
craft your groundswell game plan using the four steps in the acronym “POST”:

 1. “People” – To know what your customers will find most appealing in the groundswell, 
consider how they will interact and establish relationships online.  

 2. “Objectives” – Develop solid goals before you proceed. 
 3. “Strategy” – Determine how you want to change your relationships with customers 

or prospects. 
 4. “Technology” – Decide whether you should create blogs, wikis, social networks or 

online communities.    

Start out small and grow. Carefully consider all the consequences of each step you take 
online. Will it change your firm, cost money or displace your marketing efforts? Put 
one person—someone with status—in charge of your groundswell outreach. Select the 
best technology and vendors. And don’t proceed without well-defined goals. Typically, 
businesses set five objectives:

 1. “Listening” – The internet enables excellent customer research. Listening lets you 
observe hundreds, even thousands, of targeted customers and see what they do and 
say. People also write notes about their thoughts and activities. In the groundswell, 
your brand is not what you say it is, but what online users deem it to be. Two listening 
tactics are available: Either organize a private online community of customers 
through vendors such as Communispace, or monitor your brand online to see what 
people say about it in blogs, forums, and so on. Nielsen’s BuzzMetrics can handle 
this task for you, along with other vendors, including TNS Cymfony. 

 2. “Talking” – Traditional advertising shouts at customers, so they tune it out. Thanks 
to the internet and social media, you can disseminate your message online without 
alienating the people you want to convince to buy your goods or services. Methods 
include creating and uploading an engaging and entertaining video that may go viral. 
Establish a blog, but remember that the blogosphere is a two-way street. You must read 
and respond to other blogs while also building and publicizing your own. Join social 
networks or create an online community, such as Procter & Gamble’s beinggirl.com. 
Expect your conversations with customers to evolve and change constantly.  

“There is no 
one right way to 
engage with the 
groundswell.”

“The constituency 
for stupid policies 
and products will 
evaporate in the 
face of highly 
visible customer 
feedback.”  

“Throughout 
corporations 
around the 
world, employees 
are connecting 
on internal 
social networks, 
collaborating 
on wikis and 
contributing to 
idea exchanges.”

“Since Wikipedia 
pages typically 
appear within the 
top few results on 
Web searches, 
what they say 
matters.”
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 3. “Energizing” – Target your most enthusiastic, loyal customers. Work with online 
“ratings and reviews” to “supercharge the power of their word of mouth.” Organize 
a special online community of consumers to get them excited about your products. 
Participate in established web communities of energized customers; for example, 
Lego’s LUGNET, which it uses to promote a special Lego Ambassadors program for 
its most enthusiastic company evangelists. You can also hire BzzAgent and its army 
of “volunteer brand evangelists” to develop a word-of-mouth campaign. An outreach 
effort with 10,000 agents costs about $280,000. 

 4. “Supporting” – Develop tools that help users aid one another, such as technical 
support forums, which greatly reduce your customer helpline costs. On Dell’s 
community support forum, knowledgeable customer volunteers give their time 
and expertise to help other users with technical questions. Jeff Stenski, an electric 
power company design engineer, is such a Dell volunteer. Since 1999, he has logged 
473,000 minutes (123 “working days”) helping other customers on Dell’s forum. His 
posts have been viewed more than two million times. He has saved Dell more than 
$1 million in tech support. He’s one member of the web’s “culture of generosity,” as 
Flickr co-founder Caterina Fake calls it. Thousands of people participate just for the 

“psychic income” of giving and belonging.
 5. “Embracing” – Enlist your customers to help you with product design, as Del Monte 

Foods did with its “I love my dog/Dogs are people, too” private online community. 
Using this social network, Del Monte marketers discovered that dog owners want 
to give their pets “doggie treats that look like people food.” The product result: 
Snausages Breakfast Bites, which look like “little strips of bacon and fried eggs.” 
Plug online clients into your innovation and product development activities for quick 
results and smart iterations. Such interactions require experience, so master one of 
the other goals before trying this one.

In addition to joining the huge, exterior groundswell, you can develop an internal 
groundswell for your firm, as Best Buy did with its “Blue Shirt Nation.” This website 
for employees, named after their blue polo shirts, lets Best Buy engage with its staffers 
and invites them to communicate with each other to improve the company. Does it work? 
Member Ashley Hemsath commented online: “I work retail. I inspire creativity and fun 
with my employees. I grand-open stores, as many as possible, really. And I have never 
before loved a job and a company the way I love this one. My name is Ashley Hemsath, 
and I am Best Buy.” Establish a web community for your staffers to energize them the 
way Best Buy energized Ashley Hemsath.

Exploiting the groundswell requires the proper attitude and actions. Be prepared to 
engage in person-to-person connections. Listen well. Be patient. Make the most of the 
groundswell’s opportunities by starting out small and building your portfolio. Maintain 
flexibility. Work collaboratively. Finally, and most important, show humility. The 
groundswell is not your company’s property. It belongs to the people. You must join 
them to join it. They are in charge of the groundswell, not you.
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“Your brand 
is what your 
customers say 
it is.”

“The groundswell 
trend is 
unstoppable, and 
your customers 
are there.”

“You cannot ignore 
this trend. You 
cannot sit this one 
out. Unless you are 
retiring in the next 
six months, it’s too 
late to quit and 
let somebody else 
handle it.”


